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ABSTRACT
Traditionally, a Service Level Agreement (SLA) is used as an appendix in IT Service Management agreements to set
expectations and delineate the service delivery description as well as the terms and conditions of delivery. However,
SLAs are unable to imply and guarantee the added values expected by the customer. Service Value Agreement (SVA) is
a newly developed framework that identifies the deliverable added values along with metrics to measure the quality and
quantity of achievements in terms of business added values. The objective of this study is to expand the concept of SVA
for Application Management (AM) services and suggest guidelines for its implementation in real business cases. This
goal is fulfilled through the case study approach and outsourcing industry contributions. Authors suggest discussing the
concept of SVA from early stages of the sales lifecycle and implementing it gradually during the steady state phase.
Combination of Service Value Mapping approach and Piloting method is suggested for SVA proposition as an option
with successful practical history.
Keywords: IT Outsourcing; Application Management; Service Value Agreement; Service Level Agreement; Value
Co-Creation; Outsourcing Lifecycle

1. Introduction
Information Technology Outsourcing (ITO) has many
significant practitioners as well as much academia attention [1]. By expanding Global Delivery Model (GDM)
strategy, organizations enthusiastically outsource the
whole or parts of IT-based business processes to service
provider firms [2]. Nowadays, GDM is motivated by a
combination of internal and external factors. Environmental demands lead by cost cutting [3-5], focusing on
core business processes by outsourcing non-core IT services and getting access to “best of breed” capabilities
[3-6], and delivering higher quality services with better
reaction to the end/user demands [7] are some examples
of internal and external factors. These are considered as
internal issues since they improve operational efficiencies by leveraging best practices by specialized service
providers. On the other hand, they are assumed as external factors as they make the firm more competitive in the
marketplace.
Traditionally, service providers leverage Service Level
Agreement (SLA), at the heart of service management
[8], in order to ensure service delivery as it is planned
and according to the defined internal and external factors.
An adequate SLA, as a formal written agreement beCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

tween service provider and customer, is assumed a success factor in IT outsourcing assignments and service
provider-customer relationship [9,10]. SLA, which mostly includes technical metrics, defines service delivery
description, delineates boundaries, and lays down the
parties’ expectations [11]. However, SLA does not evaluate business added values. Moreover, achieving the
above mentioned external and internal factors cannot be
appropriately addressed and assessed by means of SLA.
Service Value Agreement (SVA), for the first time, is
introduced by [12] to fill this gap. SVA is a framework
for IT service offerings based on added values. As [12]
defined, SVA reinforces traditional SLAs and fulfills
those SLAs’ shortages by identifying IT service delivering added values along with their measurable metrics. It
is very critical to understand that SVA differs from SLA
in that the former keeps track of business values where
the latter indicates service level target.
We have found no documented examples of SVA implementation either in academic literature or in other
sources such as industry analysis. The main objective of
this study, which is follow up research on our previous
paper [12], is to explore SVA in practice by means of a
case study and provide guidelines to put the first steps towards implementation of newly developed SVA by [12].
JSSM
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At the end of this study, recommendation remarks regarding “When” and “How” SVA should be offered are suggested. Besides, to make previously introduced SVA more
comprehensive, seven new added values along with their
measurement metrics with a specific focus on Application Management (AM) Operate services are introduced.

1.1. Research Environment
The empirical nature of this study required a practical
environment in which the study could be conducted and
the possibility for implementation and validation of results would exist. For this purpose Tieto as an IT outsourcing and consulting environment compatible with the
nature of this research was chosen. Tieto is one of the
largest IT service companies in Northern Europe providing IT outsourcing, consulting and product engineering
services. Tieto aims to become a leading service integrator creating the best service experience in IT. The company’s customers are from different sectors such as
automotive, financial services, telecom & media, healthcare & welfare, forest, energy, manufacturing, retail &
logistics, and the public sector. Tieto is considered a serious competitor to global service providers such as IBM,
Infosys, and Accenture.

1.2. Research Plan
Being in such an aggressive market makes Tieto put extra effort into research and development projects to gain
competitive advantages. Gaining customer satisfaction
can be the most powerful competitive advantage and this
would not be achievable unless customers conceive high
levels of value and business efficiency out of their relationship with the IT service provider. Absorbing more
satisfaction and, consequently, more customers would be
enough to motivate Tieto to go forward to better understand their customers’ values, a way to quantify them and
accordingly implementing SVA in a live customer case.
Therefore, the following questions are investigated: 1)
how is it possible to expand SVA with specific focus on
AM Operate services; 2) “When” and “How” SVA can
be proposed and implemented?
The remainder of the paper starts with presenting a review of previous studies related to the areas covered in
this paper (Chapter 2). After that, we describe the research methodology, data collection as well as validation
methods used in this study (Chapter 3). This is followed
by the results of the findings including the suggestions
for expanding SVA as well as its implementation in the
live environment (Chapters 4 and 5).

2. Previous Research
As mentioned, the objective of this research is to test
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

SVA in practice and suggest a set of guidelines for further implementation of SVA. This includes understanding the evolved market demands from IT service provider firms and IT outsourcing lifecycle. Besides, value
co-creation approach has been investigated since it is
used as a method for implementing SVA by the authors.
Obviously, a background on “what SVA is” and “why
SVA is developed” should be in place.

2.1. Evolving Market Demands
Outsourcing services as well as human resources had
been a trend especially among companies with “poor
financial performance” during 90s [4,13,14]. This made
outsourcing as one of the top ten survival solutions in
that particular period of time [15]. Since 1990, where offshoring in today’s context was a newborn concept, till
this instant, delivering cheaper services to the customers
by relying on low-priced labor has been the main inspiration for sending IT business processes abroad [4,5,16,17].
Increasing productivity, in second place, has been also
emphasized as a primarily driver of outsourcing [7].
As time has gone on, other factors have come into account for keeping a company competitive in the Global
Delivery (GD) market. Along with cost cutting, quality is
another major global sourcing driver making a provider
prominent among competitors [7-18]. From 2002 afterwards, customers have been looking for business models
and organizational solutions rather than technical competences [19]. Nowadays, providing fast IT system with
huge capacity is not a big deal anymore; instead, reengineering business processes and roles are at the center of
attention [19]. Innovation as an effective factor on service quality increases the productivity and even creates
competitive advantages for the provider [19]. Innovation
is assumed as a revolution in computing area and plays a
vital role in delivering better services so that, as [20] stated, computer technology and IT industry have gone
through huge changes by means of innovation and standardization.
Along with evolution trend of global sourcing practices companies are following evolutionary track in strategies [18-21]. The studies conducted by [3-22] are two
out of several researches that investigate this track with a
focus on the same stream. As [22] describes, this trend
begun from pure cost reduction strategy to value based
partnership strategy. Reference [3] believes during the
time, sourcing strategies moved away from win-lose relationship to long-standing relationship based on mutual
trust and “win-win” partnership.
To make a long story short, we summarized the top
four evolved customers’ requirements in Table 1. The
information illustrated in Table 1 is resulted from reviewing vast amount of literatures in IT outsourcing and
offshoring era.
JSSM
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Table 1. Top four organizations’ demands from IT services outsourcing.
Evolved organizations’ requirements in IT services outsourcing
Cost cutting
Standardization and automation

Reference
[3-5,16,17,23]
[24-28]

Innovation

[3,19,20,29]

Win-win relationship and move through value based partnership

[3,22,30,31]

2.2. SLA Shortcomings
From a business point of view, “What to measure” and
“How to measure” are well-known dilemmas in IT outsourcing assignments. Regarding this, Aubert et al. (2003)
cited in [25] state “less measurability in the outsourced
activities leads to less complete contracts and, as a consequence, to less successful outsourcing”. Poppo and
Zenger (2002) cited in [25] illustrate that managers show
lower levels of satisfaction with the effects of IT services
outsourcing on cost performance when the performance
is not easily measurable. As mentioned earlier, an SLA
includes service metrics that measure different criteria
based on performance levels so that “good” service can
be differentiated from typical “bad” service [11]. The
importance and critical role of an SLA is inevitable,
however several researchers have highlighted some practical defects of SLAs (e.g. [8,9]; Kern et al. 2002 cited in
[9]) that hereafter are briefly described.
Firstly, most SLAs focus on specifying the amount of
efforts that are to be spent on a certain task or process
rather than specifying the results that are admirable for
customers in terms of effectiveness of the service and
business objectives [8]. For instance, usually it is stated
that “in case of any fault in system X, the service provider is supposed to solve it in a certain amount of time”.
However, it does not consider the customer’s business
objectives thoroughly.
Secondly, service specifications are usually stated in
terms of metrics that are unclear or impossible to be
measured [8]. Effective metrics focus on two main domains namely: “point in time” and “trending analysis”
[32]. In order to clarify this factor, service availability is
taken as an example. Availability of services is always
evaluated by a metric called availability percentage and it
is difficult to determine its exact meaning in the context
of business values. For instance, what does the following
statement, which is a very common service level, exactly
mean: “The availability percentage of the network should
be 98%”? This service level brings up several questions:
what is the difference between 98% of availability and
99%; what if the service is available on a weekend when
nobody uses it and unavailable at a peak time such as a
Monday morning; does 98% of availability bring business value to the customer?
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Thirdly, since it is difficult to measure and describe
the business consequences of failures in delivering specific services, some service specifications in SLAs are
incomplete [8]. For instance, how it is possible to make a
complete agreement on security control or disaster control services when there is no clue about quantifying the
business consequences of for example fraud or loss of
availability?
Fourthly, an SLA is a very technical document with
deep focus on terminologies that are understandable for
the specialists but not for senior managers, line managers,
and end-users that also need to have a clear understanding of them. This problem makes SLA specification as
“just an unsatisfying tradition” [8].
Last but not least, as Kern et al. (2002) cited in [9],
apart from metric-oriented and technical issues that are
not fully supported by SLA, there are some intangible
benefits that can be delivered but have been ignored by
SLAs. Effective provider-customer relationship and governance-oriented concerns like communication mechanisms, joint decision-making processes, partnership, mutual trust, and the “feeling” that a provider gives to a
customer are examples of such intangible benefits. Respectively, the numeric metrics seem essential in agreements though the real problems and dissatisfactions
mostly depend on intangible values.

2.3. Reinforce Traditional SLA with SVA
“You can’t manage what you don’t measure”, “you can’t
improve what you don’t measure”, and “you probably
don’t care to what you don’t measure”; these are three
old axioms and key messages among senior managers
and business analysts [33]. However, from IT services
added value point of view, as [12] stated, in order to
measure the added value delivered by IT services the
concept of “value” should be clarified beforehand and a
unanimous understanding on “what constitutes value?” is
needed.
As [12] defines, Service Value Agreements is a reinforcement of traditional SLA and the main idea is to improve service delivery and help customers to conceive
the business effects of delivered IT services. It is very
critical to understand that SVA differs from SLA so that
the former keeps track of business values where the latter
JSSM
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indicates service level targets. SLA neither implies nor
guarantees the added values which are expected by customers. SVA including predefined added values along
with their correspondent measurable metrics answer the
questions “What are the added values desired by customers that should be delivered by provider firm”; and “how
and to what extend should added values be delivered?”
By means of SVA the focus from details of SLAs is
reduced; rather value delivery at business level is to be
considered. It is important to know that SVA is “collectively exhaustive” and “mutually exclusive” meaning that,
on one hand, it includes the values and measurement
indexes which are under the control of management and,
on the other hand, no two indexes overlap one another
[12].
As it is introduced by [12] and is shown in Table 2,
SVA includes eleven added values coming together with
their correspondent metrics. The added values are categorized in three cornerstones based on their nature and
purpose of development; service performance, process

efficiency, and capability.

2.4. Value Co-Creation Approach—Customer
Role as a Co-Creator
Nowadays, due to the nature of contracts, the dynamics
of the IT service delivery have moved away from individually value creation mode to value “co-creation” and
“co-production” mode [34]. Traditionally each party focused on its own contractual obligations while this trend
has changed to co-creation of value; meaning that the
service provider do not produce value individually rather
the added value is created as the result of collaboration.
From systematic point of view, service systems always
involve two parties working together in order to co-create value through complicated value chains namely: client and provider. The former orders information goods or
material goods which are their own properties and the
latter grant capabilities for the benefit of client (Hill 1977
and Gadrey 2002 presented by [19-23]). More precisely,

Table 2. Service value agreement—added values and metrics (Adopted from [12]).
No.

KPI (Service Value Metrics)

Requirement (added value)

SP1

Supplier Care Index
= number of requests met SLA/
total number of requests within SLA boundary

SLA fulfilment

SP2

PIL Measurement Index
= number of deviations from process utilization requirements/
total number of process utilization requirements

Process utilization

SP3

Continuous Service Availability Index
= total service availability (time)/
total expected service availability (time)

Service availability time

SP4

Discrete Service Availability Index
= total adequately responded requests/
total number of requests

Responding requests adequately

SP5

Service Throughput Index
= number of emergency changes in period X/
number of emergency changes in period Y

Decreasing number
of emergency changes

SP6

Service Continuity Plan Index
= number of core Apps covered by SCP/
total number of core Apps

Covering core business
functions/applications by SCP

SP7

Time Accuracy Index
= on-scheduled delivered requests/
total requests received







PE1

PE2

PE3

C1

On-Time Governance Model Index
= number of missed governance meetings/
total number of governance meetings
On-Plan Governance Model Index
= number of escalations unsuccessfully handled/
total number of handled escalations
Standardization Index = the extent the process
standardized after standardization (based on survey)/
The extent the process standardized
before standardization (based on survey)
Proactive Change Management Service Delivery Index
= number of proactive planned changes initiated by provider/
total number of planned changes

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Construct

Service Performance
(SP)

On-time project delivery
On-time critical standard changes delivery
On-time customer’s new demands delivery
On-time incident resolving
On-time information/advice providing

Proper relationship management
Process Efficiency
(PE)
Standardization

Innovation (proposing planned changes)

Capability
(C)
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each value chain within a service system includes technology, people, shared information such as language and
even other internal or external service systems that are
configured dynamically. But the key point is close interaction of client and service provider which leads to value
co-creation [23]. Moreover, value co-creation is the main
aim of each service systems and it assures the health of
service system.
Correspondingly, [35] argue that the market is being
shifted from “goods-dominant” oriented to “service-dominant” oriented and, consequently, the role of customers is being changed from an isolated and passive one to
being active and connected to the service provider. As
such, customers demonstrate the value on the basis of
“value-in-use” (S-D logic) and co-creation of value while
service providers measure values on the basis of “exchange-value” and goods-dominant logic (G-D logic).
In order to clarify the demarcation line between S-D
logic and G-D logic referring to value-in-use and value-in-exchange respectively, we can consider a computer
as an example. A manufacturing firm assembles a computer out of series of raw material including metal, plastic, etc. These substances cannot execute a sequence of
logical and arithmetic operations in their raw form while,
based on G-D logic, the production process of manufacturing firm creates value by delivering a computer. In
other words, the manufacturing firm creates value in
form of a good by transforming the raw material into
computer which is in demand. On the other hand, the
alternative perspective, S-D logic, describes the roles of
producer and customer in value creation jointly so that
the computer acts as an intermediary element [35] and
gives input into the value creation chain. The computer
does not provide any value if no one knows how to use it
as a computational and arithmetical tool. It is the customer (end user) who co-creates the value by using the
computer. As a result, inherently value is co-created by
more than one service system and “reciprocal and mutually beneficial relationship” should be always under consideration [36]. Table 3 compares roles of customer and
provider from G-D as well as S-D logics in brief.
By reminding the example of computer that is explained above, from organizational perspective, the IT
value-in-use is co-created in cooperation with service
provider firm. Based on primary organizational objectives the co-created value can be varied. However, the
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main target will be always measuring the conceived
business values which are followed by financial features.

2.5. IT Outsourcing Lifecycle
Evolving market demands together with environmental
pressures including external and internal factors are
named as motivations for outsourcing IT services. Regardless the organizational strategy, during the outsourcing assignments, organizations have to enter to a new
world, experience new types of engagements and try to
catch a win-win situation in which both parties gain
benefit [12]. In other words, the organization enters IT
outsourcing lifecycle [1]. As it is conceived from practical experiments, the IT outsourcing lifecycle is divided
into two main segments, pre-sales lifecycle and delivery
lifecycle, each of which includes several milestones.
In this section these two main steps in IT outsourcing
assignments are briefly described and the milestones are
elucidated. It is worth mentioning that, as [37] also highlighted, much prior research in IT outsourcing field, has
focused on sourcing strategies and just few academic
works have addressed post-contract as well as pre-contract phases in detail. Therefore, the authors get use of
practitioners’ experiences, ITIL books, and white papers
to a wide extent in order to tackle the necessary detailed
information.
2.5.1. Pre-Sales Lifecycle
As soon as an organization, as a potential future customer, sends out Request for Information (RFI) followed
by Request for Proposal (RFP) to selected number of
provider firms, the pre-sales teams are constructed within
service providers and they officially come into action.
The cycle is started by value proposition and ended by
signing the contract. In between, based on customers and
providers condition, there might be several other phases
in between than is explained here. However, “due diligence and negotiation” is an inventible phase that parties
need to go through.
a) Value Proposition
Value proposition is a proper analysis of value exchange in the service system and configuration of resources, i.e. people, technology and information, connected to other systems [35-36]. Nowadays, “customer
value proposition” is one of the most in use terms in

Table 3. G-D logic vs S-D logic on value creation (Adopted from [36]).
G-D logic vs. S-D logic

Goods-dominant logic (G-D logic)

Service-dominant logic (S-D logic)

Value driver

Value-in-exchange

Value-in-use

Role of provider

Produce and distribute value

Propose and co-create value, provide service

Role of customer

To “use up” or “destroy” value
created by the firm

Co-create value through the integration of firm
provided resources with other private and public resources

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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business markets especially in IT outsourcing sector [38].
As these authors have mentioned, a service may offer a
superior value but if the service provider does not demonstrate it in a proper way, the customer will probably
misunderstood it as a faint marketing slogan. In order to
avoid these situations and stress the points that deliver
relatively great value to the customer, the service provider needs to have in deep understanding about the customer’s business, weak areas, objectives, and requirements. However, despite the wide use of this term in the
growing IT outsourcing trend, both service providers and
customers try to find out whether the delivered benefits
outweigh the costs and risks [39]. As Anderson and his
colleagues have classified, term “value proposition” is
used in three different ways namely:
 All benefits;
 Favorable points of difference;
 Resonating focus.
Most managers usually indicate all benefits that customer can receive out of a specific service, when asked
for value proposition. They even may demonstrate the
simple features of the service which deliver no value to
the customer. In the second category, favorable point of
difference, the service provider is aware of the alternative
option that the customer has and tries to phrase its main
competitive advantages. Though it needs a detailed knowledge of the customer’s business, their preferences, and as
well as the competitor capabilities. In the third type of
value proposition the provider has to choose one or two
upmost point(s) of differences (and, perhaps, a point of
parity) by which the most value is delivered to the customer. Table 4 briefly explains the value proposition
alternatives and their pitfalls.
b) Due Diligence and Negotiation
It is in the due diligence and negotiation phase that
customers make the last attempts to provide selected provider firms with a clear view of their real needs. Similarly, providers try to design the best solution by eliminating the assumptions and getting a better understanding
on customer’s business values. Usually due diligence and
negotiation are considered as two separate phases in

pre-sales lifecycle [40,41]. However, the activities that
need to be taken care are intertwined and overlapping
enough to keep them under the same umbrella and to
consider them as a single phase in IT outsourcing [3742].
Accenture, a globally leading IT service provider firm,
calls due diligence a key activity; “the benefits of a focused, yet thorough due diligence effort is vital in helping companies understand what they are buying—and in
creating the right strategies to obtain the desired value
from a merger or acquisition” [40, p. 6]. Deloitte, one of
the four big professional service firms providing consulting services, confirms the citation from Accenture
and highlights due diligence as a mandatory step in IT
outsourcing which enable organizations to achieve synergy, cost saving along with strategy enablement. Without due diligence, definite risks—such as noncompliant
contract and out of time and budget service delivery—are
not probably identified [43]. In other words, due diligence activity is a fundamental step in executing effective risk management including operational, people, financial, business, and delivery eras [40-43]. In another
place, Deloitte introduces due diligence as the process of
ensuring the information is accurate in all material respects and the documents do not contain an untrue or unrealistic statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact required to be stated in the documents [41, p.
28]. Academic, in aligning with practical references and
business reports, praise the importance of due diligence
in IT outsourcing lifecycle and indicate clarifying “RFP
baseline claim” at the heart and main stream of due diligence process [37].
On other hand, negotiation phase, which is occasionally interpreted as “war, battle, and blood bath” [37], is
conducted after or simultaneous with due diligence and
aimed at contract signing. As it is noticed practically and
Lacity and Willcocks [37] also listed, there are several
concerns in negotiation agenda such as negotiating SLA,
responsibility matrix, sourcing strategy, price, benchmarking methods, and employee transfer. However, these
concerns can be followed up at different detail levels

Table 4. Value proposition alternatives [38].
Value Proposition

All Benefits

Favorable Points of Difference

Resonating Focus

Consists of

All benefits customers receive
from a market offering
Value-in-exchange

All favorable points of difference
a market offering has relative to
the next alternative

The one or two points of difference (and, perhaps,
a point of parity) whose improvement will deliver
the greatest value to the customer for the
foreseeable future

Answer the
customer question

“Why should our firm
purchase your offering?”

“Why should our firm purchase
your offering instead of your
competitor’s?”

“What is most worthwhile for our firm to keep
in mind about your offering?”

Requires

Knowledge of own
market offering

Knowledge of own market
offering and next best alternative

Knowledge of how own market offering delivers
superior value to customers, compared with
next best alternative

Pitfall

Benefit assertion

Value presumption

Requires customer value research

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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according to the customers’ requirements and complexity
of the assignment.
c) Contract Signing
As it is conceived from the name, in this phase parties
sign the contract by which the customer-provider relationship is turned into a legal agreement including pages
“terms and conditions”. Obviously, the prior phases,
value proposition as well as due diligence and negotiation, provide the main inputs for this phase. In other
words, details of contract are negotiated and settled during the previous phases. Provider’s solutions along with
parties’ expectations from the several-years partnership,
which have been negotiated and agreed in previous phases, are manipulated by legal statements and construct
the details of contract [37]. So prior to contract signing
both parties need to gain same understanding regarding
two questions: are data and information with measurable
metrics are available; are the parties able to set metrics
that are clear enough to help managing the outsourcing
relationship?
To put all these in ITIL-based terms, ITIL Service
Operation [44] introduce Contract Management as the
commercial and legal aspect of IT outsourcing and underline security services, telecommunication facilities,
leased properties management, and environmental equipment maintenance as its components.
2.5.2. Delivery Lifecycle
As the customer and chosen provider sign the contract,
the mutual collaboration for delivering added values to
the customer’s business by IT services will start. Based
on project scope and the extent of complexity, different
steps might be considered by parties in order to complete
the delivery lifecycle. However, transition and steady
state phases should always be in place to be able to deliver any service [37]. In practice, sometimes the importance and criticality of transition phase motivates providers to go one step further and divide it into two separate
phases, transition and transformation [45].
Onsite as well as offshore organizational structure
along with knowledge retention and knowledge transfer
methodologies are planned jointly by the service provider
and customer during the transition and steady state phases [37]. In other words, the questions “who knows what”
and “who does what” are answered throughout these two
phases [37].
a) Transition and Transformation (T&T)
Perhaps service transition, where responsibility of
phased out services [24, p. 77] is transferred from internal customer’s IT department or a 3rd party to the newly
chosen service provider firm, is the most critical phase in
outsourcing lifecycle. To be clearer, Service transition
together with Service Design and Service Operation are
progressive phases of service lifecycle by which change
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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and transformation is represented [24]. Existence of a
complete book in ITIL version 3 just for describing service transition, its processes, and involved roles and responsibilities, shows the gravity of the issue. It is in this
phase that the knowledge is transferred to the onsite team
in provider firm and will be expanded to the offshore
team at the later stages [37]. As [24] states, “service transition processes ensure design improvements are directed into Service Operation while minimizing costs and
risks.” In this phase the service portfolio of customer
gradually moves from “as is” mode to “to be” mode.
Transition projects usually last between six to eighteen
months based on the size and complexity of the outsourcing assignment. During this period, several activities are on the agenda to develop and improve the required capabilities in order to be able to transition the
services into operation [26, p. 9] and establish operational performance [37]. For this purpose [37] highlight
five activities:
 Popularize the contract (Interpret the contract and
distribute it to the IT users)
 Launch post-contract management process including
centralized team establishment and contract monitoring
 Consolidation and standardization along with rationalization
 Managing new requirements beyond baseline includeing new services
 Set realistic expectations based on provider performance
Accordingly, practical resources such as white papers
and [46] highlights other activities (e.g. staff transfer)
and make this agenda longer with more detailed steps
and activities. However, the main stream is compatible
with what is listed above.
b) Steady State
Once the operational performance is established in
transition and transformation phase, service provider and
customer will focus on expanding their relationship on
more value-added areas [37]. “Vendor Development” as
one out of nine IT capabilities that are listed for IT service providers by [47], specifically focuses on delivering
value-added to the customer’s business. As customers
conceive the operational objectives of IT contract during
the transition phase, they gradually expect more innovations and opportunities for revenue generation [37]. For
this purpose, in the Steady State phase, both offshore and
onsite teams provide supportive actions for customer’s
systems, services, and application development requirements [37].
Practically, the real service delivery and maintenance
support is gradually provided during steady state as the
responsibility is transitioned from the current supplier to
the new supplier. Therefore, transformation and steady
JSSM
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state would be parallel at some points of time [48]. In
other words, as service organization is prepared during
the transition phase, the implementation of steady state
processes is started [45].

3. Research Methodology
The objective of this article, which is extracted from a
project conducted in cooperation with Tieto, is to provide
guidelines for the first steps towards implementation of
SVA. Due to the importance of AM services in supporting organizations’ businesses as well as ever increasing
demand for these services, authors have been convinced
to concentrate on expanding SVA aligned with AM services.
This study is a collaborative practice in which “emphasis is put on relating research activities to practice
and on establishing fruitful collaboration between group
of researchers and practitioners” [48]. Throughout this
research, the authors obtain the best-of-breed by utilizing
the combination of “reflective practitioners” [49], literature review, and experiences.
Accordingly, case study research method, based on
definition proposed by [50], is chosen as the research
methodology in order to conduct reliable research with
validated results for further practical usage. As [50] defined, case study scrutinizes “a phenomenon in its natural setting, employing multiple methods of data collection to gather information from one or few entities (People, Groups or Organization).” This definition is completely compatible with the research environment and the
resources that the authors have get access for data collection and analyzing purposes. The research is conducted
in Tieto, a multinational IT consulting and outsourcing
firm. The interaction with the firm involves senior managers, their reports, internal documentations and, of utmost important, one of Tieto’s customers. Organization
X which is currently one of the Tieto’s customers and
recently, summer 2012, has sent out a Request for Proposal (RFP) for complete IT service outsourcing is chosen as the case study. This specific customer is selected
because new generation of requirements in IT services
outsourcing assignments are demanded which have not
been required previously by other customers. These requirements inspire the concept of SVA and, as a result,

the customer is considered as the most appropriate case
to propose SVA and evaluate its implementation consequences in practice through service delivery lifecycle.
The research process from general perspective is elucidated in Table 5.
Based on recommendations from case study methodology scholars (e.g. [51-53]), the subsequent case study
research procedure, including six steps, has been followed. Table 6 summarized the case study research process and how they have been addressed.

4. Service Value Agreement Expansion
4.1. Background on the Case Study
Customer X is one of the market leaders in the Retail and
Logistics sector in Europe. This company is working in a
business environment that is rapidly changing and the
competition is increasingly tough. Costumer X’s offering
is based on the needs and core business processes of its
customers. They help their customers to sell and market
their products and services as well as manage customer
contacts, deliver the products and manage supply chain,
and invoice and run their financial transactions. All these
processes are very ICT intensive and hence Customer X
needs to continuously sharpen the focus on how to use IT
as an enabler to serve its customers better.
This organization is working both in Business-toBusiness and Business-to-Customer business. In both
areas the digitalization of the service chain is one key
element to get satisfied customers. The mission of Customer X lies in smart use of IT enabling them to create
digital multichannel customer services, create digital
infrastructure platform for digital services, and reduce
the fixed costs of the commodity IT.
The main challenges and problems of Customer X, as
understood by the pre-sales team from what has been
explained in the RFP, are: fragmented IT sourcing; fragmented IT operating model and IT governance; high IT
spend; large number of small sub-contractors; inability to
control the fixed costs; and large number of applications
with lots of redundancy and overlaps.
Based on this short background which is extracted and
interpreted from Customer X’s requirements defined in
the proposed RFP, the main objectives of Customer X

Table 5. Research process.
Pre-Understanding Phase

Interpretation Phase

SVA Proposition Phase

Literature review
Research methodology planning
RFP review
Practical interactions (practitioners from Tieto
and Customer X firm including a Delivery
Mentor, two Sales Specialists, Head of retail
and logistics, and an offering developer)

Refinement of RFP information
Refinement of interviews
Identification of potential “added-values”
list based on RFP requirements and
available SVA
Further literature review
Finalizing the theoretical and empirical findings

Service oriented value mapping
Expanding SVA (identifying seven new
added values along with their measurement
metrics based on Customer’s X requirements
Investigating the service delivery lifecycle for
proposing the best spot for SVA
implementation
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Table 6. Case study research process.
Case study research process step

Comment

The research question is determined and defined
The case and data collection methods are selected
Theoretical data collection
Practical data collection
Data evaluation and analysis
Validation of results

Chapter 1 (Introduction)
Chapter 2 and 4.1 (Methodology)
Chapter 3 (Previous Research)
Chapters 4 and 5 (Empirical Study)
Chapters 4 and 5 (SVA expansion and proposition)
Following [18] recommendation, the authors use “multiple sources of evidence”

are divided into four main value groups as follows:
 Primary business value which is significant cost reduction in IT expenses;
 Business process values including faster time-tomarket, higher business performance and process efficiency, and gaining competitive edge;
 IT values including consolidated IT, quality and reliability of IT services, business-IT integration, concrete governance model, centralized IT management,
and digitalization;
 Customer values including be flexible and agile in
new requirements identification, and continuous service improvement.

4.2. SVA Extension
As it is developed by [12], added values defined in SVA
are divided into two main categories namely: generic
added values and customized added values. The former
are a group of high level added values that can be utilized
in any AM service in aligning with organizations’ business objectives where the latter includes identified added
values for Change Management service which is one of
widely used AM Operate services.
In order to fulfill evolved customers’ requirements and
also enrich the previously developed SVA [12] with
more customized added values, two services have been
considered by the authors (Availability Management, and
Configuration Management services). These two services
support customers’ businesses continuity by maintaining
customers’ operations on daily basis. Therefore, they are
assumed among utmost important AM Operate services
demanded by large number of organizations.
It should be notified that ITIL Service Design mainly
defines the practical guidelines for AM Operate services
and there have been very little academic research conducted on ITIL and its ingredients [54,55]. Therefore,
these services along with their added values and measurement metrics are described and indentified mostly
based on ITIL Service Design definitions. The authors
conceive the ITIL collection as a reliable source of information since they, as a framework including best
practices, intended to guide practitioners to deliver high
quality IT services. Besides, ITIL proposes vast amount
of managerial as well as operational procedures to facilitate quality- and monetary-based values from IT services
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

[56].
4.2.1. Availability Management Service
The purpose of Availability Management is to provide a
point of focus for all availability-related issues, regarding
both services and resources, ensuring that availability
targets in all areas are measured and conceived [39]. By
understanding the relationships of the service delivery
components and defining a system model [57], Availability Management service ensures the agreed level of
availability is provided. For this purpose, the operational
position of service components, their level of importance,
as well as monitoring and measuring of IT availability
are considered as key activities [39]. As ITIL defines,
this service by its reactive and proactive activities, continually tries to ensure all operational services meet the
availability objectives. Besides, the new or changed services are designed in a way to meet the targets without
affecting the performance of running services. Therefore,
it is needed to outline the business process requirements,
identify the critical IT systems and services, and monitor
and measure the availability of components [39-58].
a) Availability Based on Reliability and Maintainability
In simple words, availability is the time when a service
or system is operational and availability management is
monitoring and measuring the availability trend and
keeping the factors with negative impacts under control.
As [56] mentioned and availability management concept
from ITIL Service Design approves, reliability and maintainability are two components of availability. Reference
[59] also defined a formula for assessing availability with
same modules. On the other hand, Availability is the
foremost fundamental aspect of service, which assures
value for customer while at the same time it is the most
readily sensed aspect of service [30]. Therefore, measuring the added values delivered by Availability Management service is a mission.
Based on definitions proposed by [39, p. 101], maintainability measures the speed of provider firm to fix a
failure occurred in a service or component while reliability measures how long a service or component can operate without interruption. Three formulas, as follows, are
introduced by ITIL in order to calculate the reliability
and maintainability.
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Mean Time between Failure  MTBF  

 available hours time  total downtime hours 
number of breaks

(1)

Mean Time between Incidents  MTBI  

available hours time
number of breaks

(2)

Mean Time to Restore Service  MTSR  

total downtime hours
number of breaks

(3)

As ITIL states, Equations (1) and (2) define reliability
and Equation (3) calculates the maintainability.
According to what ITIL defines and inspired by
Zack’s formula on measuring the availability of IT services, the authors propose a metric to measure the first
added value delivered by Availability Management service based on reliability and maintainability. Equations
(4) and (5) trigger the index for this purpose
Availability Index 

reliability
(4)
 maintainability 

 reliability

where
Reliability Index 

 MTBF  MTBI 
2

.

(5)

As the result, the final metric can be calculated by
Equation (6):
Availability Index 

 MTBF  MTBI  2
. (6)
  MTBF  MTBI  2   MTSR

Preventive Availability Management Service Index 

b) Proactive and Preventive Availability Management
As already mentioned above, availability management
can be done reactively or proactively. The reactive activities consist of monitoring, measuring, and analyzing
the services and components availability. On the other
hand, proactive activities contain design and plan new
components as well as proposing recommendations for
more efficient and effective availability management
[39]. As [12] highlighted and is also understood from the
sale case discussed in this study, innovation and be proactive is always in demand. Being proactive in this service can not only fulfill part of customers’ demand on
innovation but also facilitates continual improvement and
risk reduction. Accordingly, the authors consider being
proactive as another added value delivered by Availability Management service and propose the following metric (Equation (7)) for measuring the extent of service
provider innovation in this regard.

potential service availability issues resolved proactively
.
total number of availability issues resolved

c) Efficient of Availability Management
The third added value identified for Availability Management service monitors the efficiency of the service.
Obviously, when a service or a component is not available, one or more users are prevented from operating. In

(7)

other words, unavailability leads to time lost and consequently decreases productivity. Therefore, from a business point of view, it is essential to measure the level of
efficiency by means of a metric. For this purpose, the
authors propose an index (Equation (8)) as follows:

 user minutes lost as the result of service unavailability 
Availability Management Service Efficiency Index  1  
 (8)
 total minutes possible that users should be able to work 
4.2.2. Configuration Management Service
Configuration Management service, as the backbone of
all AM services, is one of the most important AM Operate services provided by service provider firms. ITIL puts
specific focus on this service and provides a comprehensive glossary along with essential guidelines on the different configuration management concepts such as Configuration Management Service, Configuration Management Process, Configuration Item (CI), and Configuration Management Systems (CMS). Therefore, the providers’ service descriptions inspired from ITIL to a wide
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

extent and have got a lot of input from its best practices.
Configuration Management service ensures CIs, which
can be a service component or a system, are well-identified, maintained, and the changes are under full control
[52, p. 65]. This service acts as a supportive service to all
AM services since the CIs can come from any service,
system, or product. As it is mentioned in the ITIL-based
Tieot’s Configuration Management service description,
the added value is delivered through three distinctive
components of the service namely: prepare/enhance, operate, and audit. The main stream of all these three
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modules within the service, as a Delivery Mentor of Tieto highlighted, is to structure the configuration information in a “useful, reliable, and useable” manner. In order
to achieve this, the maintained information should be
demanded (useful), up-to-date and accurate (reliable),
and easily accessible from user’s point of view (useable).
As [39, p. 123] mention, Configuration Management service handles the information on the “relationships between the business, the services, the supporting services
and the technology”. On the other hand, in order to define the scope of configuration management as well as
the resource of information, a plan is needed [46]. Therefore, accurate configuration plan along with well-defined
relationships promote usable, reliable, and useful Configuration Management service. In other words, the added values delivered to the customer’s business by means
of this service are dependent on configuration plan by
which the guidelines for storing accurate data with specified relationships are provided.
a) Accurate and in Detail Configuration Plan
According to what has been explained so far, the importance of a configuration plan, along with accuracy of
configured data, is outstanding. Two indices (Equations
(9) and (10)) are introduced by measuring which usefulness, reliability, and usability of configuration management service can be assessed.
Request can be reported in form of incident, problem,
release, or change. These two indices evaluate the ability
of the service provider in proposing a comprehensive
configuration plan with precise configuration information.
Consequently, the maturity of service provider in optimizing the performance of service assets and reducing
“costs and risks caused by poorly managed assets” [52, p.
65] is evaluated.

3. Service Value Agreement Proposition
3.1. “When SVA”?
By term “When SVA” the authors intend to answer the
question “in which stage of IT services outsourcing SVA
should be discussed and utilized?” Time wise, SVA
proposition can be discussed from two perspectives:
pre-sales lifecycle and delivery lifecycle. As is extensively discussed in Section 3.5, service provider firms
together with customers’ organizations have to go through IT outsourcing lifecycle during the outsourcing
Configuration Plan Index 
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assignments. Therefore, SVA, as an indicator for value
delivery [12], should be considered and pinpointed throughout the lifecycle.
a) Pre-Sales Lifecycle
Based on practitioners’ experiences which have been
transferred during the project work, there are four major
matters which customers consider when they release
Request for Information (RFI) and Request for Proposal
(RFP) namely: Need, Cost, Solution, and Risk. Customers ask for IT solutions from service providers according
to their business needs. Accordingly, solutions are proposed by providers in which the risks of solutions implementation, as well as the costs of solutions, are evaluated and reported to the customer. However, these four
core issues which construct the cornerstones of IT service delivery at the later stage, have diverse levels of
importance for customers in different stages of sales
process. As a Lead Product Manager and Senior Advisor
of Tieto unanimously expressed according to the experiences, utmost importance in value proposition stage belongs to Needs while it has the least level of attention in
contract signing stage. On the other hand, minimizing
Risks of solutions implementation and setting off a relationship with provider is at the centre of attention in contracting phase while they are not discussed in early stages
e.g. value proposition. These unwritten facts are shown
graphically in Figure 1.
Based on the best of practices shown in Figure 1, the
authors are of the opinion that debating SVA should not
be postponed to contract signing phase where parties are
mainly focused on risks lessen. SVA would be more effective and easier to utilize if it brings up from very early
stages of sales process and its content is planned according to the parties’ priorities. By following this proposition, the service provider gains better understanding
regarding the requirements and customer’s considerations and, consequently, proposes more appropriate solutions with more realistic prices. On the other hand, the
customer can focus on all four aspects of service delivery
thoroughly during the sales process. Moreover, a wellgrounded relationship is drawn after SVA negotiation.
b) Delivery Lifecycle
As it is discussed in Section 3.5.2, knowledge transfer
and responsibilities hand over are carried out during the
transition phase followed by setting up delivery centers,
consolidation, and standardization in transformation

number of configurable items with relationships specified by plan
total number of necessary configurable items

(9)

Configuration Management Efficiency Index


number of requests not responded on time due to inaccurate configuration data
total number of not responded requests on time
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6
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Figure 1. Sales process—customers considerations.

phase. In other words, the basic ground for the next step,
which is steady state phase, is settled throughout the
transition and transformation phases. During the steady
state period continuous support is granted by provider
firm and consequently the added values are delivered to
the customer’s business. Therefore, steady state can be
undoubtedly interpreted as the stage in which added values are conceived in live environment. However, as the
Delivery Mentor of Tieto described, the value delivery
does not happen at once overnight for all services, applications, and infrastructure but it will take place gradually
as the responsibility is transferred, applications as well as
infrastructure are populated, and service levels are stabilized.
Based on what is discussed above and what is experienced in the explained case study, it seems it is the best
to implement SVA during the steady state gradually as
applications and service levels are stabilized. As the Offering Developer of Tieto highlighted, this approach encompasses a “win-win” situation for both parties where
the provider understanding regarding the customer’s requirements becomes even more realistic and a complete
control over the services is gained.

3.2. “How SVA”?
It is much easier to speak about value delivery than really
do it in practice. As it is depicted by [30], “Services are a
means of delivering value to customers by facilitating
outcomes customers need to achieve”. SVA identifies
these values and desirable outcomes; however, we still
need to understand how to offer SVA to customers.
Should it be a catalogue full of added values which are
proposed in a same way that service catalogue is offered;
or should it be a standalone entity with no explicit
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

co-relation with offering catalogue? Should it be in form
of a legal bonded promise from the first day of implementation; or should it be initially implemented temporary for a short period of time? These questions have
been raised by pre-sales team when it was decided to
propose SVA, for the first time, to Customer X in order
to offer something extra ordinary and fulfill parts of their
requirements in more innovative manner.
Since this area is completely untouched and immature
both in practice and academia, there exists no best of
breed as well as right or wrong answer available to the
above questions. As a result, practitioners’ personal ideas,
which come from several-years experience of being in IT
outsourcing market and in deep awareness of IT service
management, build up reliable knowledge as the ground
for building up the future best of practices.
The consequence of Tieto’s expertise brainstorming is
two approaches: Service Value Mapping (SVM) and Piloting. These, as two short answers to the above questions, have been utilized in the customer sales case and
have got a lot of attention both internally, in Tieto, and
externally, from customer side. The idea lies in SVM
approach is in aligning with Value Stream Mapping—the
standard lean manufacturing technique—by which the
flow of information and material required to provide a
service for customer are monitored and analyzed [60].
Similarly, SVM approach identifies, traces, and analyzes
the added values that are ideally delivered by each service and required by customer. The added values are
selected and extracted from the list of added values presented in the updated SVA. In selection of added values
both generic and customized categories of added values
defined by [12] have been considered. Figure 2 shows
example of utilizing this approach for Configuration
Management and Availability Management services.
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Management Service

●

Availability Index

●

Reliability Index

●

Maintainability Index

●

Preventive Availability
Management Service Index

●

Availability Management
Service Efficiency Index

●

Service availability Index

Configuration
Management Service

●

Configuration Management
plan index

●

Configuration Management
efficiency index

●

Service availability index

●

Service continuity index

●

Service on-time delivery
index

Figure 2. Example of service value mapping approach for
two AM operate services.

Based on customers’ demands and maturity of service
providers, as the added values are mapped to each service, more new added values might be identified. The
new values can be developed and the appropriate correspondent measurement metrics are designed. The newly
introduced indices in Section 4.2 are result of pursuing
this process.
According to the market trend and what is expressed
by one of the Sales Specialists of Tieto, the overall condition of service delivery in the first months fluctuates.
During the transition phase the service provider can have
a real idea of the nature of applications, services, and
their functionalities. However, as the Delivery Mentor of
Tieto said, “the Service Level Manager and the counterpart at the customer side should know the services to
such a high degree that the service level negotiations can
take place during the due diligence phase. The SLA shall
be understood and signed before day first of the service
delivery. Then, if the SLA turns out to be wrong, both
parties should have the right to propose changes and
re-negotiations”. Perhaps what makes parties to be able
to decide on SLA even before starting the service delivery is experience and the routine nature of service levels
and delivery content of services. However, this cannot be
applicable for SVA. Immaturity in implementing and
forecasting the outcomes of value targets allows neither
service provider nor customer to accept any terms and
conditions blindly. This uncertainty and unfamiliarity
motivates the authors as well as practitioners involved
with the sales case to suggest a temporary period for
SVA experimenting. ITIL also highlights the importance
of testing, pilot and deploy activities service delivery
[52]. As a result, the authors believe Pilot period is essential for further negotiations and bridging “win morewin more” relationship and recommend implementing of
SVA as Pilot for an agreed period of time during steady
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state. The advantages of implementation of Pilot are twofold: on one hand, it helps providers to become more
familiar with the services and do self-assessment to meet
the value targets and, perhaps, negotiate more realistic
value target with customer. On the other hand, during
this period customers can practice SVA in the live environment, understand how it really differs from traditional
SLA, and put more effort on co-creating the added values
with the service provider.

4. Conclusions
This study is conducted as a follow up on our previous
research to suggest a set of guidelines for implementing
the newly developed SVA. By this, the appropriate
ground for developing best of practices in the field of
SVA, which is still immature in practice and academia, is
prepared. On one hand, from academic point of view, the
knowledge domain around SVA goes one step further by
implementing what has been built up previously by [12]
in theory. On the other hand, from a practical point of
view, a tangible feeling regarding SVA implementation
in live environment is given to both service providers and
customers.
This study provides senior managers with a conceptual
clarity to discuss “When” and “How” SVA should be
proposed and, consequently, enables them to set up a
common foundation for partnership. It is essential to
keep SVA under consideration from very early stages of
outsourcing lifecycle (i.e. RFI or RFP phases) and implement it gradually after transformation and during the
steady state phase. It is equally important to consider
pilot execution for an agreed period of time in order to
keep the rooms free for further negotiations regarding the
value targets. The solid advantages of these two approaches can be listed as: 1) SVA content is planned according to the parties’ priorities throughout the pre-sales
lifecycle; 2) service providers remain focused on right
requirements and, therefore, desired solutions with more
realistic prices are proposed; 3) service provider together
with targeted customer standardize the service value targets during the pilot period; 4) value co-creation approach is utilized by the three prior advantages.
Service Value Mapping approach in aligning with one
of the lean manufacturing techniques, Value Stream
Mapping, is discussed as an appropriate proposal for
SVA proposition. Based on customers’ priorities and
requirements, Service Value Mapping identifies, traces,
and analyzes the added values that are ideally delivered
by each service and required by customers. This approach enables customers to conceive values easier by
keep tracking of value flow in different services.
Finally, the previously developed SVA have been enriched by means of seven new designed added values and
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their correspondent measurement metrics. Now, the updated SVA is even more powerful to cover both customers’ high level added values and service-based added
values.
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Further Research
The idea of SVA, its functionality as well as its components have attracted the senior managers’ attention in
Customer X quickly and an SVA is viewed a competitive
advantage in the market. This has been highlighted in
very early stages of pre-sales lifecycle (i.e. RFI phase) by
the representatives of Customer X. Value mapping approach and its closeness to industry-based lean technique
helped Customer X to instantly conceive the delivered
added values to their business. However, currently, the
identified added values are limited to few AM Operate
services and the rest are untouched. Expanding SVA in
other AM as well as data centre services can be seen a
step forward.
As it is discussed, this study and its recommended
principles are based on one case study. Obviously, this
study provides both practitioners and researchers with the
initial directives. However, it is essential to examine
SVA with more and more customers, gain knowledge on
the consequences of its implementation, and progressively construct a comprehensive best of practices on
SVA.
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